AT&T Workforce Manager (WFM) Shield makes it infinitely easier for you to accurately record patient visits, giving irrefutable records that prove services rendered. With this solution, you can capture all necessary data points. Other benefits include:

- An end-to-end, highly secure network for communication.
- The ability to run reports verifying date- and time-stamped visits.
- An easy-to-implement solution to get started quickly.
- Digital signature and audio notes for extra verification.
- The ability to modify patient-visit schedules on the fly.
- Reduced instances of insurance fraud.

Why EVV from Workforce Manager?
When you choose WFM as your EVV solution, you get a comprehensive, robust solution.

- As new work orders come in, Visit Scheduling lets you distribute jobs to staff directly onto their mobile devices. Patient information remains confidential and workers can fit additional customers into their schedules.
- Use intra-company Messaging to stay in contact with team members without fear of interception.
- Keep track of your staff’s hours with Timekeeping, which lets them punch in and out from anywhere.
- With Barcode Scanning, stay updated on medical supply statuses or use patient wristbands to check customers in.

For more information contact an AT&T representative or visit www.att.com/workforcemanager.